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Subcategories: General discussion Results 1 - 60 of 66 [url] 5Q: Matlab: Non-square matrices whose upper-right 2x2 corner is

not zero I have a matrix X and I would like to efficiently remove all the rows/columns which have a non-zero in their upper
right 2x2 corner. What would be the most efficient way to do this? I was thinking of using the nnz function but it seems like I

would have to create an if statement for each row/column combination. I was thinking of doing a double loop, but I am not sure
how to tell whether or not a row/column in matrix X is included in the upper-right 2x2 corner. A: The simplest way is to use
bsxfun to apply element-wise any, is this a good idea? inds = bsxfun(@and, ismember(X, X(:,2:end)), ismember(X, X(:,2)));

X(inds,:) = []; This is valid only if X is square, but you can always reshape it to a square matrix before running this.
Alternatively, you could get the upper-right 2x2 corner using unique and ismember: inds = ismember(X, X(:,2:end)); X(inds,:) =

[]; A: You could take advantage of built-in method for this: [m n] = size(X); inds =
(m-1)*(n-1)+sum(ismember(X(:,2:end),X(:,2
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программы для блокировки в хроме Решение задач: Сохранение профиля через мессенджеры, действие того или иного
кода виртуального типа (IP). CDA Extractor 9.7 crack.zipQ: What are some good, modern, and free tools for drawing and
editing images? I'm looking for free software, preferably available on Linux, that is capable of drawing geometrical figures and
objects, with a general "cad" style drawing and editing of images. Eg. I'd like to be able to draw a box, then click on the box and
have it snap to the right place on a background image. I'd like to be able to select part of the box and change the color of the
box, the size of the box, etc. A: Try Inkscape. Features: Free (as in beer) Supports GIMP, and many other formats Drawing:
fills, strokes, masks, etc. Drawing includes basic shapes like rectangles, circles, lines, etc. Drawing includes complex shapes like
polygons and Ovals, etc. Collisions with objects on page Paste from clipboard into the drawing Export into SVG, PDF, JPG,
GIF, PNG Raster (bitmap) or vector images (SVG, PDF, GIF, PNG) Grayscale images Open SVG and edit it Support for layers
and pathgroup Copy and paste on own layers Can import from other vector drawing programs (like CorelDraw, Illustrator,...) A:
There is a pretty good set of free alternatives 2d92ce491b
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